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Dear Reader,
here comes an account of what we were up to at MC2 during the last year. You can read about a few of the
many research highlights and activities of the year in the section 2018 at a glance.
What is noticeable for 2018 is that we have made a real effort to engage
our staff in more undergraduate-level courses. This has been well
received so far. The ongoing work to increase teaching is necessary to
ensure a good and balanced academic working environment where
we participate in all parts and dimensions of the university. This year
we have also hired several young and talented colleagues to join and
strengthen us in our different research endeavours, many of them initiated during 2018.
Throughout 2018 Chalmers conducted an internal evaluation of the
research activities at the 13 departments. The focus was on its quality
and how it compares to our international peers. It was a pleasure to
receive their feedback as it was very positive and affirmative that we
are doing the right things in the right way. The report emphasised the
importance of constant self-reflection for maintaining the high level
of research. Further it recommends that no effort should be spared in
keeping and strengthening the clean room infrastructure at Chalmers.
Our future depends on it as Europe moves further into the “Digitisation
of everything”.
So, when we summarise 2018 in this report I, as Head of Department,
want to thank you all for your very hard work and endurance to take
brilliant ideas to scientific knowledge and technological breakthroughs.
With colleagues like we have it is a continuous pleasure to work at MC2.

Mikael Fogelström
Head of Department
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Research areas at MC2
Nano-scale electronics
The research in the Applied Quantum Physics
Laboratory goes along three major directions:
quantum information processing with superconducting circuits, transport phenomena in graphene and
molecular nanostructures, and unconventional and
topological superconductors.
Electronics packaging, microsystem technology
and materials theory
At the Electronics Materials and Systems Laboratory,
research is focused on electronics packaging,
microsystems and liquid crystals using carbon and
silicon-based materials and processes in order to
achieve superior device and system performance.
Future communications and remote sensing
systems
The Microwave Electronics Laboratory focuses on
application driven research on high speed electronic
components, circuits and systems for future communication and remote sensing applications from 1 GHz
to 1 THz.
Optoelectronics & fibre optics
The Photonics Laboratory conducts application oriented research on photonic materials, optoelectronic
devices, photonic integrated circuits, ultrafast optics
and fibre optical communication. Optical communication is a major area of research with efforts on
system, circuit and device technologies for applications extending from long haul transmission to short
reach interconnects. Planar and nanostructured wide
bandgap materials are explored for light emitters in
the ultraviolet and visible.
Bridging the THz gap
Sandwiched between the visible light on the short
wavelength side and radio waves on the long wavelength extreme, the terahertz or submillimetre wave
radiation has long been considered the last remaining scientific gap in the electromagnetic spectrum.
Consequently, this is a part of the electromagnetic
spectrum (0.1-10 THz) where optical and microwave
techniques meet. The Terahertz and Millimetre Wave
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Laboratory fabricates novel devices and evaluates
these in various circuit demonstrators in our top-class
microwave and terahertz characterisation facilities.
Quantum devices
Modern society benefits from fast and detailed information flow, that is carried and processed by electronic machines. The demand for devices and instruments in, e.g., science, medicine and metrology with
even better sensitivity and resolution is never ending.
The Quantum Device Physics Laboratory investigates
fundamental quantum mechanical effects in solid
state systems, such as superconductors, 2D-materials,
topological insulators, metal oxide interfaces, and van
der Waals heterostructures. From this research, we
hope to, e.g., find new paradigms for information processing, implement quantum sensing in bio- and medical applications, find and develop new devices for
metrology standards and for scientific instruments.
Quantum technology
The Quantum Technology Laboratory strongly
contributes, along with other laboratories, to making
MC2 a leading European department in quantum
technologies. They work mainly with superconducting
circuits and nanomechanical systems. The high-profile experiments in which single electron transistors
and superconducting quantum bits were coupled
to individual phonons (quanta of surface acoustic
waves) established the new field of ‘quantum acoustics’, and have inspired other groups to develop new
geometries.
Nanotechnology
The Nanofabrication Laboratory is a world-class
university clean room for research into and fabrication of micro and nanotechnology. The laboratory
is run by the Department of Microtechnology and
Nanoscience at Chalmers but is an open user facility for external as well as internal academic and
industrial interests. The Nanofabrication Laboratory
offers a broad platform of process tools for the
development and testing of new ideas in micro and
nanotechnology.
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Applied Quantum Physics
Laboratory
Head of Laboratory Göran Johansson
goran.l.johansson@chalmers.se
The Applied Quantum Physics Laboratory (AQP) is despite its name a home for theoretical physicists
only. However, we have a strong interest in device-related aspects and we often work on applying our theoretical tools to present and potential future solid-state physics experiments. We are currently six Principal
Investigators (PIs), spanning activities from quantum thermodynamics, exotic phases in HTc superconductors,
heat, spin and charge transport in nanostructures, graphene and other 2D materials, quantum information in
continuous variables and superconducting circuits, quantum algorithms, waveguide QED, quantum acoustics
and quantum plasmonics.
AQP is also handling the quantum information theory effort in the Wallenberg Centre for Quantum
Technology (WACQT) and because of this we expanded with two new PIs in 2018. Giulia Ferrini is an expert
on quantum information encoded in continuous variables and strengthens AQP with considerable experience
from quantum optics in photonic systems. Anton
Frisk Kockum has a background in circuit QED
and brings in expertise on ultra strong light-matter
coupling. At the end of 2018 AQP thus consisted of
one professor emeritus, six senior researchers, six
post-docs, ten PhD students and four MSc thesis
students.
Highlights from our research in 2018 include; The
discovery of a new phase with broken translational
symmetry in High-Tc superconductors, published
in Nature Communications [1]. The proposal for an
An atom in front of a mirror continuously driven by a laser produces
experiment analysing the charge and heat current
(box-car) modes with negative Wigner function functions in the steadynoise from frequency-dependent fluctuations in
state. These are resource states for continuous variable information
temperature and electric potential [2]. The predicprocessing. (From [3].)
tion of steady-state production of quantum states
with negative Wigner functions in 1D resonance
fluorescence, published in Physical Review Letters [3].
[1] P. Holmvall, A. B. Vorontsov, M. Fogelström, T. Löfwander, Nature Communications 9, 2190 (2018).
[2] N. Dashti, M. Misiorny, P. Samuelsson, J. Splettstoesser, Physical Review Applied 10, 024007 (2018).
[3] F. Quijandría, I. Strandberg, G. Johansson, Physical Review Letters 121, 263603 (2018).

The Wigner function for different
time T of the box-car filter at
optimal drive strength.
The negative parts are most pronounced for T=4. (From [3].)
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Electronics Materials and
Systems Laboratory
Head of Laboratory Johan Liu
johan.liu@chalmers.se
At the Electronics Materials and Systems Laboratory (EMSL), research is focused on electronics packaging and microsystems using carbon and silicon-based materials and processes to achieve superior device and
system performance. EMSL addresses scientific issues within current CMOS and beyond CMOS integration
technology using novel concepts such as carbon-based electronics systems and neuromorphic based computing.
EMSL belongs to a group of select (academic) labs in the world that combines design, fabrication and integration into a packaged system and having the capability to characterize those devices, including reliability testing.
In EMSL, we run several European grants within Horizon 2020 program, which reflects their international
recognition. The vision of the laboratory is to conduct world-class research and education in new carbon-based
functional materials and systems for a sustainable society and a joyful life.
During 2018, EMSL has put a strong effect on cross-disciplinary research collaboration between the various
groups within the laboratory. For instance, the integration/packaging group has together with the materials
theory group published a reviewed journal paper regarding enhanced electrical conductivity of graphene by
chemical doping (see publication in Journal of Materials Science: Materials in Electronics, April 2018, Volume
29, Issue 7, pp 5239–5252). Several publications will be released in 2019 due to the collaboration between the
integration/packaging and the MEMS group on the effect of CNT/graphene structures on charging behaviour
of a supercapacitor.
During 2018, the laboratory has also made significant achievement in graphene coating on nanomaterials to
enhance their thermal conductivity.

Growth of graphene on nano-Cu particles
using chemical vapour deposition for thermal
conductivity (ChemistryOpen, DOI: 10.1002/
open.201800228).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the
graphene coated Cu nanoparticles a); the enlarged view
b); and the high-resolution TEM picture of the same c).
(ChemistryOpen, DOI: 10.1002/open.201800228).
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Microwave Electronics
Laboratory
Head of Laboratory Herbert Zirath
herbert.zirath@chalmers.se
The research at the Microwave Electronics Laboratory (MEL) focuses on active high-speed electronic components, circuits and systems for future wireless and fibre communication, as well as remote sensing. A major part
of the research is application driven and is therefore naturally performed in close collaboration with industrial
partners and governmental agencies. The laboratory performs research on advanced wireless transmitters and
receivers that address the need for improved energy and spectrum efficiency, and capacity in future mobile
communication and sensor applications. The main focus is material, device and system related components
and circuit design in processes including Graphene, III-Nitrides, GaAs pHEMT/mHEMT, InP DHBT, Silicon
CMOS and SiGe BiCMOS. Typical frequencies are in the range 1-500 GHz. MEL has a 40-year long track
record in designs of circuits such as low-noise amplifiers, wideband amplifiers, power amplifiers, frequency mixers and multipliers, frequency dividers, oscillators, switches, DACs, and multifunction integrated circuits.
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Nanofabrication Laboratory
Head of Laboratory Peter Modh
peter.modh@chalmers.se
The Nanofabrication Laboratory (NFL) is a world-class university cleanroom for research into, and fabrication of, micro and nanotechnology. The laboratory is run by MC2, as an open user facility for external as well
as internal academic and industrial interested parties. The laboratory offers a broad platform of process tools
for the development and testing of new ideas in micro and nanotechnology. Two strategic focus areas in the
cleanroom are within quantum devices and microwave/photonic devices. Both rely on our strength and strong
heritage within nanolithography.
NFL runs and maintains the cleanroom, trains the users, supports researchers with process development and
problem solving, and offers advanced process services to external customers. The NFL research infrastructure
is a key-enabling laboratory for the whole of MC2. Its leading role in national micro- and nanofabrication
initiatives, is widely recognised both domestically and in Europe. It is an inherently capital-intensive research
infrastructure, required to support strategic goals both internally at Chalmers and globally. The laboratory is
one of four nodes within the Swedish national research infrastructure for micro and nano fabrication, Myfab,
with financing from the Swedish Research Council.
Cleanroom usage 2018:
• 203 users that booked equipment
• 61143 booked hours
• 34 external customers
»» 20 Swedish companies where 11 used own personnel in the cleanroom
»» 4 foreign companies where 1 used own personnel in the cleanroom
»» 6 Swedish universities or institutes where 4 used own personnel in the cleanroom
»» 4 foreign universities or institutes where 3 used own personnel in the cleanroom
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Photonics Laboratory
Head of Laboratory Anders Larsson
anders.larsson@chalmers.se
The Photonics Laboratory (PL) conducts application-oriented research on optoelectronic materials and
devices, photonic integrated circuits, ultrafast optics, and fibre optical communication. Optical communication
is a high-visibility area of research, with efforts on system, circuit, and device technologies for applications
extending from long-haul transmission to short-reach interconnects. PL hosts the Fibre Optic Communications
Research Centre (FORCE) at Chalmers.
The research on coherent fibre optic transmission systems deals with spatial division multiplexing, energy-efficient transmission, and novel transmission schemes for improving spectral efficiency and data transfer capacity
and reducing power consumption. Frequency comb-based transmission with record spectral efficiency has been
demonstrated.
The research on phase-sensitive optical amplifiers aims at
improving performance of fibre optic and free-space optical
transmission systems by utilizing the nearly no excess noise
and the ability to mitigate fibre nonlinearities of these
amplifiers. Significant reach extension in long-haul transmission and very high sensitivity receivers for free-space
communication have been demonstrated.
Laser frequency comb technologies are developed for
applications in fibre optic communication systems and ultrafast metrology. Record transmission reach using an
integrated frequency comb generator as the multi-wavelength light source has been demonstrated and current efforts are on developing further the technology for hybrid integration with silicon photonics integrated
circuits.
The research on vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) and optical interconnects has led to record
performance in terms of speed and efficiency. The use of multilevel modulation has enabled interconnect
speeds beyond 100 Gbps and longer wavelength single-mode VCSELs together with single-mode fibre was
identified as a competitive technology for longer reach interconnects.
Ultraviolet (UV) and visible micro-cavity lasers and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are developed using both
planar and nanostructured materials for applications in solid-state lighting and medical diagnosis and treatment. The highlight of 2018 was the demonstration of the world’s first thin-film UVB LED by a selective
lateral etch technique developed in-house.
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Quantum Device Physics
Laboratory
Head of Laboratory Dag Winkler / Avgust Yurgens (until 31 August)
avgust.yurgens@chalmers.se/dag.winkler@chalmers.se
The Quantum Device Physics Laboratory (QDP) carries out internationally recognised experimental and theoretical research to elucidate the physics, properties and potential device-relevant functions of new materials.
The research extends over a variety of different topics including topological insulators, molecular- and single
electronics, spintronics, van der Waals heterostructures, high-temperature superconductivity, THz-radiationand magnetic sensors, and atomic-level quantum theory. Applications of our research are used in radio astronomy, metrology, medical instrumentation, such as bioassays and magnetoencephalography, and in ICT. The
research on spin transport, mainly in graphene and other 2D materials, is highly relevant for drastically reducing dissipation in modern computers. QDP has a strong international network and fruitful collaborations with
excellent laboratories.
In 2018, the research at QDP has resulted in over 30 publications in world-renowned journals. Among particular important results is the demonstration of bactericidal effect of vertically aligned graphene coatings
(S. Pandit, et al., Adv. Mater. Interfaces 5, 1701331), a theoretical spatially-resolved analysis of the electrodynamic coupling involving van der Waals attraction (Y. Jiao et al., Phys. Rev. B 97, 085115); study on a sensitive
graphene radiation detector based on the thermoelectric- and hot-electron effects (G. Skoblin, et al., Appl.
Phys. Lett. 112, 063501); an air-stable doping of epitaxial graphene by spin coating of organic F4TCNQmolecules that yields graphene with low disorder and high mobility (H. He., et al., Nat. Commun. 9, 3956);
demonstration of a tenfold reduction in the charge-induced frequency noise in the resonators caused by
desorption of surface spins (S.E. de Graaf., et al., Nat. Commun. 9, 1143); fabrication of one-dimensional ferromagnetic edge contacts to two-dimensional graphene/h-BN heterostructures (B. Karpiak et al., 2D Mater. 1,
014001).
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Quantum Technology
Laboratory
Head of Laboratory Per Delsing
per.delsing@chalmers.se
The Quantum Technology Laboratory (QTL) is a new division at the MC2 department and it started first of
January 2018. QTL consists two research groups with about 25 employees. These groups were previously part
of the division Quantum Device Physics (QDP) and have now split off to form a new division. This change was
initiated by the formation of the new Wallenberg Centre for Quantum Technology (WACQT) in which both
research groups are active.
The research of the Delsing/Bylander group focuses on superconducting circuits, quantum computing and
quantum physics. The main project in the group has the ambitious goal to build a quantum computer using
superconducting qubits. The group also studies how the superconducting qubits interact with propagating fields
of microwaves and acoustic waves.
The focus of the Wieczorek group is mechanical quantum systems. Witlef Wieczorek started as an assistant
professor at Chalmers in April 2017 and has built up a lab dedicated to study optomechanical phenomena. The
group has two main research directions; arrays of micromechanical oscillators and levitating microspheres.
Research highlights during 2018
A very extensive study of decoherence mechanisms and ageing of superconducting qubits was performed. The
study shows that the relaxation rate for a given qubit fluctuates in time due to microscopic Two-Level Systems
(TLSs) that couple to the qubits. Typical average relaxation times are 50µs and decoherence times are close
to 100 µs, however relatively large variations are observed over time.
Through statistical analysis, the switching rates of these TLS are determined. Coherent coupling between an individual TLS and a superconducting qubit is also observed (arXiv:1901.04417).
Normally the wavelength of light is much larger than atoms. However,
a superconducting circuit can act as an artificial atom and it can be
coupled to sound by placing it on a piezo-electric substrate. Such an
“atom” relaxes by emitting phonons rather than photons. The atom
can be large in the sense that the time it takes for the sound to pass
the atom is larger than the relaxation time, t, of the atom. Therefore,
the emitted phonon has a possibility to be reabsorbed by the atom,
leading to a nonexponential decay which we have recently observed
(arXiv:1812.01302).
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A superconducting transmon qubit
made by Andreas Bengtsson
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Terahertz and Millimetre
Wave Laboratory
Head of Laboratory Jan Stake
jan.stake@chalmers.se
We demonstrate innovating technologies within the microwave, millimetre wave and terahertz (0.3 – 10 THz)
spectra with applications ranging from basic science to future wireless sensors and communication systems.
Sandwiched between the visible light on the short wavelength side and radio waves on the long wavelength
extreme, the sub-millimetre wave radiation or terahertz wave radiation has long been considered the last
uncharted scientific gap in the electromagnetic spectrum. This is the part of the spectrum where optical and
microwave techniques meet. Our research aims to close the THz-gap and enlighten the last dark region of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Terahertz technology is an indispensable tool for space science, with the hope of gaining fundamental know
ledge of the origin of our universe, and for atmospheric science, which is directly related to the environmental
challenge and climate change effects. With a strong heritage in instrumentation for radio astronomy, we focus
our research on the following main topics: superconducting electronics; graphene electronics; low noise devices
and circuits; terahertz techniques for life science applications; and terahertz electronics and systems.
We benefit from two state-of-the-art facilities: the nanofabrication cleanroom at MC2 where we fabricate
unique terahertz components and our top-class terahertz characterisation laboratory (Kollberg lab). The group
has a fruitful history of close collaboration with industry and academia. The researchers at terahertz and millimetre wave laboratory publish and present invited talks in the main journals and conferences within applied
physics and high frequency electronics. The laboratory members have knowledge and experience that spans
from material science, via device physics to microwave, millimetre wave and terahertz systems. Finally, the
laboratory is enrolled in teaching microwave engineering, semiconductor device physics and basic physics for
engineers.
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FORCE
Fibre Optic Communications Research Centre
www.chalmers.se/force
Centre Director Peter Andrekson
peter.andrekson@chalmers.se

Fibre-optic systems are essential for communication and is an integral part
of our Internet-based society. FORCE was established in May 2010 with the
aim to coordinate research at Chalmers and to generate more visibility of the
research.
The core of the centre is the Photonics Laboratory
at MC2, the Communication Systems Group at the
Department of Electrical Engineering, and the VLSI
Research Group at the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering. The collaboration bridges
traditional discipline boundaries and includes the
chain from components to system, including photonic
devices and electronics, and from analysis to experiments. FORCE is open to everyone at Chalmers who
has interest in contributing.

efficiency as a key metric. In terms of applications,
both short-haul (< 1 km) datacom links and long-haul
(> 500 km) links are investigated and their associated
challenges are quite different. Also, the fundamental
energy limits for optical transmission systems are
studied. In the area of short-reach transmission in
optical multi-mode fibres using inexpensive VCSEL
based transmitters, we are targeting 100 Gb/s operation with a single VCSEL based optical transmitted
with an overall energy consumption of 1 pJ/bit.

While FORCE is a centre with no direct funding, it
relies on sizeable external project grants from for
example the Swedish Research Council (VR), The
Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research (SSF),
the K.A. Wallenberg Foundation (KAW), and the
European Research Council (ERC).

We are also exploring the “next frontier in optical
communication”: Spatial-division-multiplexing, in
which we work on multicore and multimode fibre
solutions where each mode and/or core in a single
optical fibre carries independent data. A technology potentially very suitable for this is the so-called
optical frequency comb, basically a source generating
a large number of mutually stable and closely spaced
frequency tones. With this approach we have demonstrated very high spectral efficiency (> 10 b/s/Hz)
transmission.

We conduct inter-disciplinary research on energy-efficient optical communication, in which teams from
all three departments join together to address the
challenge to co-optimise the hardware, algorithms and
system with not only performance, but also energy
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GigaHertz Centre
www.chalmers.se/ghz
Centre Director Jan Grahn
jan.grahn@chalmers.se

GigaHertz Centre is a Chalmers-industrial research partnership on novel
high-frequency technologies from 1 GHz up to 1 THz and beyond. The goal is
both academic and industrial through scientific publications, examined doctors
and impact among the industrial partners.
GigaHertz Centre is a Chalmers-industrial research
partnership on novel high-frequency technologies
from 1 GHz up to 1 THz and beyond. In the current
agreement 2017-21, Chalmers with MC2 as host
department, and twelve companies are running four
projects: Efficient transmitters for 5G, linear receivers
for communication systems, electro-thermal effects in
GaN HEMT circuits, and finally, THz Schottky diodes
and ultra-low noise HEMTs for scientific applications.
In total, 70 people from the partners are involved
in GHz Centre. The Swedish governmental agency
Vinnova is partly supporting the centre.
GHz Centre is running in a joint consortium with the
antenna systems centre ChaseOn hosted by Electrical
Engineering at Chalmers. This constellation gathering
25 partners from academy and industry is Sweden’s
largest wireless research program. The reason for
Sponsors:
Chalmers University of Technology, Company
partners, Swedish Governmental Agency for
Innovation Systems (Vinnova) in the Competence
Centre Programme 2017-2021
Company partners 2018:
Ericsson, Gotmic, Infineon Technologies (Austria),
Low Noise Factory, National Instruments (USA),
Omnisys Instruments, Qamcom Research and
Technology, Research Institutes of Sweden, Ruag
Space, Saab, United Monolithic Semiconductors
(Germany), Wasa Millimeter Wave
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joining is that we today need to consider microwave/
mm-wave electronics in antenna system design and
vice versa. After two years of cooperation, we find
that the joint consortium has worked extremely
well as witnessed by many new ideas, partners and
grants. Our International Scientific Advisory Board
concludes in its report to the ChaseOn+GHz Centre
board in December 2018: “The Centre structure
has proven to be a successful means to structure
research, strengthen cooperation with industry and
to use the available resources in an efficient way. The
specific situation here…turned out to be an excellent
opportunity to foster intense cooperation among the
researchers in both centres through synergies in the
project landscapes. An example is the integration of
antenna elements with transceivers in the 30 GHz
range, which is expected to play a pivotal role in 5G
wireless communications.”
Since GHz Centre consists of many parts in the supply chain in various company sectors and academic
disciplines, we can attack challenges in high-frequency engineering from several different angles:
material, device, circuit, packaging, characterization,
signal processing, antennas and wireless system level.
Nonetheless, the goal of GHz Centre is both academic and industrial through scientific publications,
examined doctors and impact among the industrial
partners.
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Graphene Centre
www.chalmers.se/graphene
Centre Director Ermin Malic
ermin.malic@chalmers.se

More than 40 senior researchers across seven departments are performing
research on 2D materials covering scientific questions in physics, chemistry,
biology and materials science and aiming at novel technological applications.
The Graphene Centre at Chalmers (GCC) gathers
all research on atomically thin 2D materials including graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides, van
der Waals heterostructures and related materials.
Presently more than 40 senior researchers across
seven departments are performing research on 2D
materials covering scientific questions in physics,
chemistry, biology and materials science and aiming at
novel technological applications. GCC addresses the
researchers and the students at Chalmers as well as
the Swedish industry who are interested in 2D materials research and innovation.

Recently, we have submitted the proposal “2D
material-based technology for industrial applications (2D-TECH)” for a Vinnova competence center
together with 16 companies including SAAB, Volvo
Cars, Airbus, BillerudKorsnäs, SaltX and many more.
The goal is to establish an internationally competitive
Swedish hub for excellent research and industrial utilization of 2D materials. The focus lies in particular on
multifunctional composites, sustainable energy, and
electronics applications in the areas of automotive,
aerospace and packaging industries.

In 2018, GCC organized a number of focused workshops with industry partners in the Västra Götaland
Region. We also organized the Initiative Seminar
“2D Materials Beyond Graphene” of the Excellence
Initiative Nano. Here, we invited leading scientists
in this growing research field including the Nobel
Laureate Konstantin Novoselov from the University
of Manchester. Furthermore, we have started a
monthly GCC seminar that takes place every last
Monday.
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WACQT
Wallenberg Centre for Quantum Technology
www.wacqt.se
Centre Director Per Delsing
per.delsing@chalmers.se

The Wallenberg Centre for Quantum Technology (WACQT) is a 10-year and
1B SEK investment aimed to strengthen Swedish competence in quantum
technology. The centre is coordinated from Chalmers but spans across multiple
Swedish universities and companies.
WACQT aims to develop and secure long-term
Swedish competence in the four areas of the rapidly
expanding field of quantum technology: quantum
computing, quantum simulations, quantum communication, and quantum sensing. The research program
therefore includes both a core project, with the aim
of developing a Swedish quantum computer based on
superconducting circuits, and an excellence program
spanning all four sub-areas.
The program is directed and coordinated from
Chalmers, but also includes the Royal Institute of
Technology (KTH) and Lund University, from where
the research in quantum communication and sensing
efforts are coordinated. In addition, WACQT also
has seven industrial partners as well as two enabling
technology partners.
Our vision is to build an open and interactive Swedish
Quantum Technology community – an environment
where creativity and knowledge exchange is stimulated via various platforms and meeting places.

Sponsors:
Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation
Chalmers University of Technology, Royal Institute
of Technology, Lund University
Participating industrial partners
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In particular, there are four main instruments in place
to create this environment:
• A graduate school, where all academic and
industrial PhD students will be offered common
courses in quantum technology
• A postdoc program
• A guest researcher program, where experts
(both from academia and industry) can be
invited for shorter or longer period to interact
with WACQT researchers and students
• A special program for industrial collaboration
Alongside the academic research, another important
goal is to spread knowledge about quantum technology out into industry, thus identifying business opportunities based on quantum technology. The main
instrument for industrial collaboration is industrial
PhD students that will work on projects that represent sectors in which quantum technology can result
in competitive advantages. During 2018, a group of
seven companies have entered into such partnership
with WACQT.

Industrial partners:
SAAB, AstraZeneca, Volvo Group, Ericsson AB,
ABB, SEB, Jeppesen
Enabling technology partners:
Intermodulation Products AB, SpectraCure AB
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Industrial Collaboration
Vide head of utilization Cristina Andersson
cristina.andersson@chalmers.se

From basic to applied quantum technology, through photonics, electronic systems and materials, to microwave and terahertz electronics, supported by the
state-of-the-art infrastructure, the department stands strong in the role as a
solid collaboration partner.
2019 has just started leaving behind 2018 replete with
both success and failure in the form of successful and
failed experiments, accepted and rejected manuscripts,
granted and rejected applications, higher and lower
citation indexes, everything co-existing in harmony
in the simultaneously organised and chaotic world of
a researcher at the Department of Microtechnology
and Nanoscience.
The attractive environment at the department
resulted once again in a strong collaboration year.
Companies of different sizes, sectors, and countries
continued to demonstrate a genuine interest in collaborating with MC2. New cross-border alliances were
created and old were kept and nourished, all with the
same target, to generate multilevel benefit for industry, academia and society in general. These alliances,
in the shape of a wide variety of collaboration forms,
help paving the department’s path towards increased
quality in education, research and utilization.
From basic to applied quantum technology, through
photonics, electronic systems and materials, to microwave and terahertz electronics, supported by the
state-of-the-art infrastructure, the department stands
strong in the role as a solid collaboration partner.
In the quantum technology field, the Wallenberg
Centre for Quantum Technology organised its kickoff attracting over 75 people from both academia and
industry. Representatives from approximately ten
companies such as AstraZeneca, Ericsson and IBM,
attended the event showing the curiosity and interest
from industry in the field of quantum technology. The

event organised also an industry workshop where
the present companies were given the opportunity
to present themselves and their specific needs. The
Centre also started to enrol some of these companies
in official collaborations. The target of the centre is to
reach out to both small and large companies, including those that do not currently work with quantum
technology. These companies are offered the possibility to enrol own industrial PhD students, advanced
courses in quantum technology and participation in
workshops.
In the photonics field, the Photonics Laboratory,
continued its solid collaboration with Infinera, Finisar
and Optigot in the field of optic fibre communication
with high capacity and energy effectivity.
The Microwave Electronics Laboratory, has together
with Ericsson, demonstrated a 143 GHz radio link
characterized in long-term outdoor measurements for
a 200 m hop-length and achieving a data-rate of 5.3
Gbps (real-time traffic). Such radio links can be used
in future 5G mobile communication systems. The next
step is to plan for a hop-length between Chalmers and
Ericsson, but researchers are targeting at a distance
of a few kilometres and a data-rate of up to 100 Gbps,
within a few years.
Industry was also present at the department in the
form of adjuncts. The environment housed a total
of seven adjunct professors mainly from large companies such as Ericsson and Saab, and the research
Institute RISE – Acreo, but also from two small and
medium-sized companies, Gapwaves and Omnisys

Instruments. To have adjunct Professors from SMEs
is unusual but very exciting and obviously a clear
opportunity for small companies to be in contact with
the research community at MC2.
Industry used also the laboratory infrastructure
capabilities found at the department, including
the Nanofabrication laboratory, one of the world’s
most advanced clean room facilities, the test facility
for microwave and THz technologies, the Kollberg
Laboratory, and other measurement facilities at the
department, all offering an open environment for
both academic and industrial users.
In the field of innovation and entrepreneurship, and
although founded in 2017, but not reported for then,
the environment resulted once again in a new company, Skisens. The company markets a ski handle with
integrated sensors used to record poling position and
power during exercise. The technology aims helping cross-country skiers to track and analyse their
performance.
All the above has contributed to fantastic outcomes in
the form of high-quality joint publications, graduated
students, mobility of individuals, industrial growth,
societal value, and many other successes, all comprising win-win relations, with transfer of technology,
knowledge and knowhow, between the department of
Microtechnology and Nanoscience and its industrial
collaboration partners.

Undergraduate Education
Head of Undergraduate Education Per Rudquist/Sheila Galt (until 28 February)
per.rudquist@chalmers.se

MC2 are involved in Chalmers undergraduate education, on advanced level
foremost within two master´s programmes: Nanotechnology (MPNAT) and
Wireless Photonics and Space Engineering (MPWPS), and on Bachelor
level mainly within the subject areas of Engineering Physics and Electrical
Engineering. In addition, MC2 faculty contribute to a wide range of undergraduate courses at other departments.
New people
During the spring of 2018, Per Rudquist, Electronics
Materials Systems Laboratory, succeeded Sheila Galt
as Head of Undergraduate Education. Per Rudquist
is also the convener for the Vice Head Group at
Chalmers. In August Sergey Cherednichenko,
Terahertz and Millimetre Wave Laboratory, was
elected new Leader of teachers at MC2, succeeding
Per Hyldgaard. We would like to thank Sheila Galt
and Per Hyldgaard for their long-standing commitment and contributions, in these roles/positions.

and has been awarded the stamp “Success Story” by
the European Commission. Many of the graduated
EMM-nano students have continued with successful
doctoral studies.
Participation by industry in undergraduate
teaching
We are proud to present extensive and highly appreciated contributions from industry to our undergraduate teaching. During the year we have had guest lecturers from companies such as Ericsson, Saab, RUAG
Space, Fingerprint Cards, Omnisys, and OptiGot, and

Increased teaching activities
In line with our ambition to further increase MC2s
contribution to undergraduate teaching we have in
September arranged a meeting where invited representatives from all other departments to inform
MC2 faculty about teaching opportunities, at each
department. During 2018 MC2 has engaged in new
teaching activities in several courses which traditionally have been delivered by Mathematical Sciences,
Architecture and Civil Engineering, Physics, and
Electrical Engineering.
EMM-nano
The European master programme in nanotechnology Erasmus Mundus Nano+ (EMM-nano+) was
launched in 2005 and is a collaboration between
Chalmers, KU Leuven in Belgium, University
Grenoble Alpes in France, TU Dresden in Germany
and University Barcelona in Spain. EMM-nano+ is
closely linked to the Nanotechnology master program
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study visits for students within MPWPS courses have
been arranged, for instance to Thorlabs, RUAG Space,
Omnisys, and to Saab.
Cleanroom training in undergraduate education
The Nanofabrication Laboratory at MC2 also plays
an important role in undergraduate teaching. In several of our courses, as well as in Bachelor and Master
thesis projects, design and fabrication of micro- and
nano-structures, as well as devices are essential. MC2
teachers and specialists provide hands-on training and
unique possibilities for the undergraduate students to
work inside a research level cleanroom themselves in
various projects.
Pedagogic development
Per Lundgren, Electronics Materials and Systems
Laboratory is “PEDUL” - Collegial Pedagogical
Developer” for the EDITI educational area at
Chalmers. MC2 teachers are also active in teaching development work. One example is the internet-based RF Wave Lab, where an online tool is
linked to measurement equipment hosted by the
Microwave Electronics Laboratory at MC2. The
online lab was for example used in the undergraduate
course MCC145 Technical project in electrical engineering, run for the first time by MC2 in collaboration
with the department of Communication and Learning
in Science. In this course, first year students from
Electrical Engineering carried out projects on 5G and
internet of things.

the Microwave Road Scholarship for best master’s
thesis 2017, in the area of antenna and microwave
engineering. The awards of 10 000 SEK and the
diplomas were handed over to them by Johan Carlert,
chairman of Microwave Road.

Johan Carlert, chairman of Microwave Road, with the two scholarship holders Ida Kläppevik and Johan Bremer.

Future Chalmers students?
The annual “Save the egg” competition for school
classes was arranged in the entrance hall at MC2. We
hope this highly appreciated event will increase the
children´s interest in science and engineering and that
some of them will become Chalmers students in the
future.

Master students awarded
MC2s teaching activities also involve guiding of
Bachelor and Master students in their thesis projects.
During the year Ida Kläppevik, with her master thesis
“Analysis, construction and evaluation of radial power
divider/combiner”, and Johan Bremer, with his master
thesis “Compensation of thermal effects by dynamic
bias in low noise amplifiers”, have been awarded with
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Graduate Education
Head of Graduate Education Magnus Karlsson
magnus.karlsson@chalmers.se
The bulk of the research work at MC2 is carried out
by our PhD (or graduate) students. We have around
80 students enlisted in our graduate school, amounting to almost half of the department’s research staff.
The graduate school at the department of Microtechnology and Nanoscience is a 4-year educational
program, comprising three years of research and
one year of course work, leading to the Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD) degree. In addition, our graduate
students also perform teaching and other departmental duties of up to one year, so that the total study
time may be up to five years.
Every student, together with their main supervisor,
co-supervisors and examiner, plan the graduate
studies in an individual study plan. Together with
the department’s director of graduate studies (Per
Lundgren), the student, supervisors and examiner
meet annually to scrutinize and update the student’s
individual study plan.
Approximately half-way (after 2-3 years)
through the studies, an optional
licentiate thesis is written
and defended at a public
seminar. Often this is a
good preparation for
the PhD defence, so
we generally recommend the students to
pursue the licentiate
degree. The licentiate thesis can also
in most cases be
reused for the
PhD thesis.

on the scientific quality of the research reported in
the thesis. Therefore, a committee, the thesis review
committee (TRC), consisting of three professors from
the department reviews the content of the thesis six
months prior to the planned defence. A thesis is given
green light to go up for defence only if TRC finds
the scientific quality sufficient. If not, the student will
be given more time to complete the work. During
2018, TRC consisted of the following three professors: Göran Johansson (chair), Anders Larsson and
Floriana Lombardi. I would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their work, which significantly
contributes to the maintained high scientific quality of
the theses produced at our department.
2018 was a year of evaluations for both the research
at the department and also the graduate school, that
went through an internal Chalmers review process by
which the different schools reviewed each other. We
came out well in this process but as always there are
issues to address and improve during 2019. An example is attempts to find common rules for accounting
of course credits which currently varies a lot over
the department. Also, an increased dialogue with the
newly formed PhD student guild is expected in the
coming year.
MC2 awarded 12 PhDs and 16 Licentiate degrees
during 2018. The theses are available electronically on
our webpage.
With that I would like to thank all the department’s
staff contributing to the PhD education during the
year; examiners, supervisors, co-supervisors, researchers and post-docs, administrative and technical support personnel, and, last but not least, our ambitious
students.

In preparation
for the PhD, the
department puts
particular value
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Theses 2018
Doctoral Theses
Johan Bergsten
Buffer related dispersive effects in
microwave GaN HEMTs
Sona Carpenter
Millimeter-wave transceiver ICs
for ultrahigh data rate communications using advanced III-V and
silicon technologies
Henrik Eliasson
All-optical nonlinearity mitigation
in fiber-optic communications
Markus Frank
Adaptive programming of RFID
inlays in the reactive near field
Attila Fülöp
Fiber-optic communications with
microresonator frequency combs
Marcus Gavell
Analog RFIC and MMIC designs
for mm-wave mobile backhaul
radios
Sebastian Gustafsson
Nonlinear characterization of
wideband microwave devices and
dispersive effects in GaN HEMTs
Emanuel Haglund
VCSEL cavity engineering for
high speed modulation and silicon
photonics integration
Jens Schulenborg
Dynamics of open fermionic
nano-systems – a fundamental
symmetry and its application to
electron transport in interacting
quantum dots
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Grigory Skoblin
Thermoelectric- and hot-electron
effects in graphene devices

Ahmed Hassona
Non-galvanic interconnects for
millimeter-wave systems

Henrik Staaf
Conjoined piezoelectric harvesters and carbon supercapacitors
or powering intelligent wireless
sensors

Hans He
Engineering epitaxial graphene for
quantum metrology uniform, stable
and tuneable chemical doping

Ida-Maria Svensson
Tunable superconducting resonators

Licentiate Theses
Vasileios Athanasiou
Theoretical simulations of environment-sensitive dynamical systems
for advanced reservoir computing
applications
Andreas Bengtsson
Degenerate and nondegenerate
Josephson parametric oscillators for quantum information
applications
Eujung Cha
InP high electron mobility transistor design for cryogenic low noise
amplifiers
Nastaran Dashti
Charge and energy noise from
on-demand electron sources
Fatemeh Hajiloo
Phase dependent heat transport
in superconducting junctions with
scattering theory
Josef Hansson
Solder matrix fiber composite thermal interface materials

Ravikiran Kakarla
Phase sensitive amplifiers for free
space optical communications
Elof Köhler
Energy harvesting and energy
storage for wireless and less-wired
sensors in harsh environments
Qi Li
Electrochemical capacitors for
miniaturized self-powered systems
Mikael Mazur
High spectral efficiency fiber-optic
transmission systems using pilot
tones
David Niepce
Nanowire superinductors
Andreas Nylander
Fabrication and characterisation
of carbon nanotube array thermal
interface materials
Sobhan Sepehri
Ultra-sensitive measurements of
magnetically labelled RCA products in a microfluidic channel using
a high-Tc SQUID
Ewa Simpanen
1060 nm GaAs VCSELs for
extended reach optical interconnects in data centers
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PhD student council
Chair of the MC2 PhD student council Josef Hansson
josef.hansson@chalmers.se

This past year, 2018, marks the first year in which
MC2 has had an official PhD Student Council. In late
2017, the statutes were officially adopted, and the
purpose of the council was decided. Now, a year later,
it is time to look back and reflect of how our actions
contribute towards fulfilling our goals.
One of the purposes of the council is to facilitate
communication between students and other instances
at MC2 and Chalmers. As a part of this goal, the
student council has representative members in both
the MC2 Executive group, the MC2 Advisory Council,
the Doctoral Student Guild (DS) and the Graduate
Student Association for Physics (FFF). Between the
council and the rest of the student body, we have at
least one representative from each division in MC2
on the council, whose task it is to both disseminate
information from the council to the students, as well
as take in opinions and issues. In addition to this, we
have set up a website, where you can find information
about the council, contact information, and notes
from all our meetings.
Another purpose of the council is to act as a channel
to inform the students about their rights and responsibilities. We realized that in many cases, rules and
information can be very hard to find, if at all possible.
For instance, some things might only be found on
the Swedish, but not the English part of Chalmers
Insidan, and even when it exists it can be very hard to
find. In other cases, the rules are complicated and difficult to follow, such as how to fill out expense reports
correctly. We have written a guide and also arranged a
seminar with LRS in order to help with this issue.
These examples and more were gathered into a
knowledge repository, available through our webpage,
which aims to have information that we have found is
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otherwise difficult for PhD students to find. Here we
also implore all students to MC2 to help us identify
information that should be included.
One of the things that everyone in MC2 has “known”
for a long time is that MC2 doesn’t get much teaching opportunities. However, this doesn’t seem to be
true anymore. Other departments at Chalmers, such
as Math or Computer Science, are in a severe need
of teaching assistants and are actively looking for
PhD students from MC2. We have been working on
spreading this knowledge and will continue during
2019 to work on this issue, with the goal that every
PhD student at MC2 who wishes to teach as a part of
his or her studies, should be able to do so.
Our most important goal is to promote the common
interest of PhD students at MC2. To begin with this,
we need to know what the common interests of the
students actually are. To this aim, we have taken part
in several evaluations, both external and internal,
which have largely been positive, but there are things
to work on.
One issue that has come up several times already, and
something that we may want to examine more closely,
is the relationship between students and their examiners. Examiners have a very high impact on their
PhD student’s education. Every rule comes with the
end note “... but it’s up to your examiner”. This makes
important factors like the quality of education and the
assessment criteria depend solely on which examiner
you end up with, which makes it difficult to have a
consistent high-quality education for all PhD students.
One change that is planned and that we think will
have a significant positive impact is the introduction
of a more rigidly defined 6-month project at the
beginning of a PhD employment. This project aims
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to ease the student into the work instead of throwing them into the deep end immediately, which is an
example of an issue that today depend a lot on individual examiners and supervisors.
For the next year, we have a new council, with both
familiar and new faces. I believe that together we will

be able to improve the situation for the PhD students
at MC2. The new representatives for 2019 can be seen
in the photo.
If you have any questions about MC2 PhD council
don’t hesitate to reach out to your local representative or directly to us.
Also, feel free to visit our website at
https://www.dokt.chs.chalmers.se/mc2-phd-council/

From left: Filip Hjort, Anamul Md Hoque, Stavros Giannakopoulos, Ewa Simpanen, Josef Hansson, Martí Gutierrez
Latorre, Andreas Josefsson Ask, Nooshien Laderian, Agin Vyas. Missing: Hafid Zehri.
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Exciting new technology
for quantum computing
 ith their insensitivity to decoherence
W
what are known as Majorana particles
could become stable building blocks of
a quantum computer. The problem is
that they only occur under very special
circumstances. Researchers at Chalmers
University of Technology have succeeded
in manufacturing a component that is able
to host the sought-after particles.

The Chalmers team is the first to use vertical graphene to kill bacteria

Spikes of graphene can kill bacteria on
implants
 indings published in the scientific journal Advanced Materials
F
Interfaces shows that a tiny layer of graphene flakes becomes a
deadly weapon and kills bacteria, stopping infections during procedures such as implant surgery.
A research team at Chalmers has shown that a layer of vertical
graphene flakes forms a protective surface that makes it impossible for bacteria to attach. Instead, bacteria are sliced apart by the
sharp graphene flakes and killed. Coating implants with a layer
of graphene flakes can therefore help protect the patient against
infection, eliminate the need for antibiotic treatment, and reduce
the risk of implant rejection. The osseointegration – the process
by which the bone structure grows to attach the implant – is not
disturbed. In fact, the graphene has been shown to benefit the
bone cells.
Vertically Aligned Graphene Coating is Bactericidal and Prevents
the Formation of Bacterial Biofilms. S Pandit, Z Cao, V R.S.S.
Mokkapati, E Celauro, A Yurgens, M Lovmar, F Westerlund, J Sun,
I Mijakovic. Advanced Materials Interfaces volume 5, Issue 7
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Induced unconventional superconductivity
on the surface states of Bi2Te3 topological
insulator. S Charpentier, L Galletti,
G Kunakova, R Arpaia, Y Song,
R Baghdadi, S M Wang, A Kalaboukhov,
E Olsson, F Tafuri, D Golubev, J Linder,
T Bauch & F Lombardi.
Nature Communications volume 8

Surprise visit by YouTube
profile Therése Lindgren
 he YouTube influencer and author
T
Therése Lindgren came to visit the
Nanofabrication Laboratory. The purpose
was to learn more and record a movie,
requested by the European Commission,
about graphene.
On the agenda were meetings and
demonstrations by Marlene Bonmann,
PhD student at TML, professor Jan
Stake, head at the same laboratory,
and Martin Hollertz, researcher at the
Nanofabrication Laboratory.
https://youtu.be/QBEzqh1bbl8
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Myfab – Sweden’s Nanolab offers
great opportunities
Despite the fact that most of what happens inside the
research infrastructure Myfab’s doors at Chalmers is literally microscopically small, the possibilities offered by the
lab to both industry and academia are all the more. This is
especially true of manufacturing possibilities.
Myfab is an open infrastructure that collects resources for
nano- and microfabrication. Every year more than 800
unique users enter the doors of one of Myfab’s four plants
at Chalmers, Uppsala University, Lund University and
KTH. Each plant has a standardized set of equipment and
its own specialities.

“

Through Myfab we get access to all the
equipment needed, which would have been
impossible to acquire for an individual
research group” Åsa Haglund, Professor

Åsa Haglund, Professor at the Photonics Laboratory MC2,
is one of the researchers working in Myfab’s lab environment. Her group’s research focuses, among other
things, on developing new ultraviolet light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The field of application may be, for example, phototherapy to treat patients with skin problems like psoriasis, water purification using UV light, or in
a greenhouse environment to increase plant nutrient content. The goal is to increase the electrical to optical
power conversion efficiency, which is traditionally low in ultraviolet diodes, by imitating the technology used in
far more effective blue LEDs.
The article was first published in Ny Teknik, October 2018.

Large interest for solid centre day
I ntense networking and the latest research updates were on the agenda on the joint day for Chalmers excellence centres ChaseOn and GigaHertz Centre in Palmstedtsalen on 14 November. The day gathered around
140 participants from the academic and business worlds.
On the agenda were technical
presentations of ongoing research
collaborations between Chalmers
and the business community in
microwave technology and
antenna systems and plenty of
opportunities to network and
connect with new contacts.
From left: Christian Fager, Marianna Ivashina,
Sonia Heemstra, Jan Grahn and Erik Ström
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Åsa Haglund gets major grant from The
Swedish Research Council
 sa Haglund, Professor at the Photonics Laboratory at MC2, has
Å
been awarded a consolidator grant from The Swedish Research
Council (VR). She is funded with 10,4 million SEK for the years
2019-2024.
The grant is funding her project “Ultraviolet and blue microcavity
lasers” and will strengthen Åsa Haglund’s group and help them
establish a creative research environment. The grant will also fund
a post-doc and a PhD student; an important strengthening of the
research group.
The project aims to develop the very first electrically driven ultraviolet microcavity laser. Åsa Haglund and her colleagues will make
blue microcavity lasers useful for real-world applications by trying to
bring the power conversion efficiency above the single digit range.

Six MC2-researchers share 19 million
in grants from The Swedish Research
Council (VR)
3 4 researchers at Chalmers were successful in getting grants from
The Swedish Research Council (VR) in its general call for applications within natural and engineering sciences. Six of these are
working at MC2 and received a total amount of 19 557 000 SEK.
Congratulations to you all!
Here are the MC2-researchers who got funding from the council:
Giulia Ferrini, Applied Quantum Physics Laboratory
3 000 000 (2019-2022)
Jan Grahn, Terahertz and Millimetre Wave Laboratory
3 295 000 (2019-2022)
Per Hyldgaard, Electronics Materials and Systems Laboratory
3 056 000 (2019-2022)
Johan Liu, Electronics Materials and Systems Laboratory
3 350 000 (2019-2022)
Floriana Lombardi, Quantum Device Physics Laboratory
3 456 000 (2019-2022)
Janine Splettstoesser, Applied Quantum Physics Laboratory
3 400 000 (2019-2022)
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Josef Hansson awarded
by Chalmers Foundation

Josef
Hansson, PhD student at the
Electronics Materials and Systems
Laboratory and chair of the MC2 PhD
student council, have been awarded with
a travel grant from “Alice och Lars Erik
Landahls stipendiefond”. The grant,
18 800 SEK, will be used for the 2018
IEEE 68th Electronic Components and
Technology Conference in San Diego.
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Graphene assembled film shows higher thermal conductivity than
graphite film
 esearchers at the Electronics Materials and Systems laboratory have developed a graphene assembled film
R
that has over 60 percent higher thermal conductivity than graphite film – despite the fact that graphite simply
consists of many layers of graphene. The graphene film shows great potential as a novel heat spreading material for form-factor driven electronics and other high power-driven systems.
Professor Johan Liu, and his research team have done this through careful control of both grain size and the
stacking orders of graphene layers. The high thermal conductivity is a result of large grain size, high flatness,
and weak interlayer binding energy of the graphene layers. With these important features, phonons, whose
movement and vibration determine the thermal performance, can move faster in the graphene layers rather
than interact between the layers, thereby leading to higher thermal conductivity.
Furthermore, the researchers discovered that the graphene film has almost three times higher mechanical tensile strength than graphite film, reaching 70 MPa.
Tailoring the Thermal and Mechanical Properties of Graphene Film by Structural Engineering. N Wang, M K
Samani, H Li, L Dong, Z Zhang, P Su, S Chen, J Chen, S Huang, G Yuan, X Xu, B Li, K Leifer, L Ye, J Liu.
Small, volume 14, Issue 29
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Marlene Bonmann awarded at
conference in Japan
Marlene was awarded for her paper “An Integrated 200
GHz Graphene FET Based Receiver”. She was also key
note speaker at the conference International Conference on
Infrared, Millimeter, and Terahertz Waves (IRMMW-THz)
2018 in Nagoya, Japan.

Italian researcher
strengthens the quantum
computer project
 he beginning of the year marked the
T
launch of the Wallenberg Centre for
Quantum Technology (WACQT) – a SEK
1 billion initiative to set Sweden on course
to a global top position in quantum technology. The goal is to build a large quantum
computer within ten years.
The task is extremely complicated, and
Chalmers University of Technology needs
to recruit world-class expertise in a number
of fields. First up was Giulia Ferrini – an
expert in quantum computations in continuous variables.

Göran Johansson elected
Member of KVVS
Professor Göran Johansson have been
elected as member of the prestigious
academy KVVS, Kungl. Vetenskaps- och
Vitterhets-Samhället i Göteborg/The Royal
Society of Arts and Sciences in Gothenburg.
Members are elected through a dedicated
selection procedure and authorized by the
Academy’s membership.
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A new spin on hybrid graphene
electronics
 hybrid electronic device consisting of graphene and
A
topological insulators have been demonstrated by researchers at Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden. The
findings in the hybrid devices reveal a unique electronic spin
functionality which is not present in the individual materials.
The results were published in the prestigious journal Science
Advances.
Tailoring Emergent Spin Phenomena in Dirac Material
Heterostructures. D Khokhriakov, A W. Cummings, K Song,
M Vila, B Karpiak, A Dankert, S Roche, S P. Dash. Science
Advances, 2018, volume 4, Issue 9.
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Multiple lasers could be replaced
by a single microcomb
 very time we send an e-mail, a tweet, or stream a
E
video, we rely on laser light to transfer digital information over a complex network of optical fibres.
Dozens of high-performance lasers are needed to
fill up the bandwidth and to squeeze in an increasing amount of digital data. Researchers have now
shown that all these lasers can be replaced by a
single device called a microcomb.
The results are the fruit of a collaborative effort between researchers at the School of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at Purdue University, who fabricated the samples, and the group of Professor Peter Andrekson at
the Photonics Laboratory at Chalmers, which hosts world-class experimental facilities for fibre-optic communications research.
High-order coherent communications using mode-locked dark-pulse Kerr combs from microresonators.
A Fülöp, M Mazur, A Lorences-Riesgo, Ó B. Helgason, P Wang, Y Xuan, D E. Leaird, M Qi, P A. Andrekson, A
M. Weiner & V Torres-Company. Nature Communications 9, Article number: 1598 (2018)

Aiming higher and higher with industry support
 years ago Herbert Zirath was one of the founders of the first electronics laboratory at Chalmers University
30
of Technology. Today he is a professor of high-speed electronics with responsibility for the Microwave
Electronics Laboratory, which is housed in the university’s well-known MC2 laboratory. He also operates as
a bi-directional knowledge conduit for Ericsson, where he is employed part-time as an expert on microwave
circuits. The projects he presides over are almost limitless, but one clear objective is to create spectrum-efficient
wireless communication in order to achieve ever higher data rates.
It is impossible to provide a brief summary
of Zirath’s career. After a few hours in
his company this becomes clear. Instead,
you have to cherry-pick from his densely
packed portfolio, which started to take
form more than 35 years ago when, at random, he started working on microwaves as
a doctoral student at Chalmers.
Read the story of Herbert Zirath, first
published in Elektroniktidningen.
March 2018.
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Per Delsing and PhD Ida-Maria Svensson in the lab.

Now the quantum computer will become reality
 billion-dollar research effort will make Sweden a world leader in quantum technology. Now, Chalmers
A
researchers have begun work on developing a quantum computer with far greater computational power than
today’s best supercomputers.
The development of the quantum computer is the main project in
the ten-year research program Wallenberg Centre for Quantum
Technology (WACQT), launched at the turn of the year, thanks
to a donation of SEK 600 million from the Knut and Alice
Wallenberg Foundation. With additional funds from Chalmers,
industry and other universities, the total budget is landing nearly
SEK 1 billion.

“

If Sweden will continue to be a
top level nation, we must be at
the forefront here,” says Peter
Wallenberg Jr

The goal is to make Sweden a leading player in quantum technology. Indeed, recent research in quantum technology has placed the world on the verge of a new technology revolution – the second quantum revolution.
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150 nano researchers at
successful networking event
1 50 participants, 65 research posters and
a wide range of reputable speakers. It was
a successful community building event for
the excellence initiative Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology in Marstrand on 20-22
August. “This has evolved into the annual
meeting place for the area’s researchers, and
with 150 participants it feels like we have
established something really good,” says director Bo Albinsson.

Great interest when the Nobel
Laureate visited Chalmers
 he Nobel Laureate Konstantin Novoselov attracted a large
T
audience when visiting the initiative seminar “2D materials
beyond graphene” at Chalmers on 2 October. Many came to
Palmstedtsalen in the student union building to see and hear
him talk about his work with graphene, often mentioned as a
super-material.

Physics took the gold at the
16th MC2 Relay Race

The seminar, with over 100 participants, provided an intense
program with a total of 18 invited speakers from Europe and
USA.

The mood of the twelve
registered teams was on
top, and the runners were
seemingly in good condition when they got out in
the racing track.

Million rain over MC2 researchers

The winning team,
Condensed Matter
Physicists, took back
the prize trophy to the
Department of Physics
from last year’s winner,
MC2, with the time 20.50.
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 omas Bryllert and Per Hyldgaard at MC2 are two of the
T
four Chalmers researchers who will receive funding from the
Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research (SSF).
Bryllert is awarded SEK 6 927 000 to the project “Radar at
High Frequencies for Industrial Measurement Techniques”.
Hyldgaard is granted SEK 6 860 000 for the project “Putting
modern nonlocal-correlation DFT to materials work”.
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Chalmers online lab reaches users
worldwide
 halmers researchers created RF WebLab in 2014, a webC
based lab for measurements of radio signals. The tool is today
frequently used in education and research worldwide and the
usage is steadily increasing – now with over 380,000 measurements performed.

 ew chairperson for the
N
teachers
Sergey Cherednichenko, Associate
Professor at the Terahertz and Millimetre
Wave Laboratory at MC2, is the new
chairman of the department’s teacher
faculty. He is succeeding Per Hyldgaard
who had the mission for many years.

The online tool is linked to measurement equipment hosted by the
Microwave Electronics Laboratory
at MC2. RF WebLab give users
worldwide the possibility to perform
real high frequency measurements
without having to purchase or
manage complicated high frequency
instruments such as signal generator,
oscilloscope and amplifiers. Instead,
the user submits their signal data on-line to Chalmers WebLab,
where the actual measurements take place and the distorted
signal result is sent back to the user.

2000
unique
users

Towards the full-dimensional fibre
capacity
 ow can the optical fibres that make up today’s Internet be
H
used more effectively? This is going to be investigated by a
group of researchers from Chalmers University of Technology
in a five-year project. Their research is working toward a scientific breakthrough in the field of optical communication, for
which they now have been granted SEK 30.7 million from the
Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.
The granted money will be used to obtain the necessary equipment for the experimental part of the project, and to extend the
research team, currently consisting of six Chalmers researchers. MC2 plays an important part with four researchers from
the Photonics laboratory; Peter Andrekson, Magnus Karlsson,
Jochen Schröder and Victor Torres Company. Collaboration
with industry will also play an important role in the project.
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2018 at-a-glance

Fibre-optic transmission of 4000 km
made possible by ultra-low-noise optical
amplifiers
 esearchers from the Photonics laboratory, MC2, and Tallinn
R
University of Technology, Estonia, have demonstrated a 4000kilometre fibre-optical transmission link using ultra low-noise,
phase-sensitive optical amplifiers. This is a reach improvement of
almost six times what is possible when using conventional optical
amplifiers.
The amplifiers can provide a very significant reach improvement
over conventional approaches and could potentially improve the
performance of future fibre-optical communication systems.
Long-haul optical transmission link using low-noise phase-sensitive amplifiers. S L.I. Olsson, H Eliasson,
E Astra, M Karlsson & P A. Andrekson. Nature Communications, volume 9, Article number: 2513

Molecular assemblies heal
epitaxial graphene on silicon
carbide
 cientists at MC2 have made a breakthrough in
S
the way one can control the charge carrier density
in graphene. They have discovered a novel method
to dope graphene over large areas that enables
the study of the physics at the Dirac point, where
graphene is charge neutral and electron transport
studies are not obscured by mesoscopic effects and
charge disorder. The unorthodox method utilizes
polymers to assist the assembly of acceptor molecules on graphene. The results were published in
Nature Communications.

Joining forces for a European
quantum computer
 en international partners from academia and industry
T
will collaborate in a unique research endeavour to build
a high-performance quantum computer, available to a
broad community of users. The project, OpenSuperQ, is
part of the EU’s unprecedented 1 billion euro Flagship
initiative on Quantum Technology.
Researchers from Quantum Technology laboratory at
MC2, contributes with in-depth knowledge of the primal building blocks of the quantum computer.

Uniform doping of graphene close to the Dirac point
by polymer-assisted assembly of molecular dopants.
H He, K Ho Kim, A Danilov, D Montemurro, L
Yu, Y Woo Park, F Lombardi, T Bauch, K MothPoulsen, T Iakimov, R Yakimova, P Malmberg,
C Müller, S Kubatkin & S Lara-Avila. Nature
Communications, volume 9, Article number: 3956
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Organisation
Advisory
Council

Prefect Group

Head of department

Head of
graduate education

Head of
undergraduate education

Head of NFL
infrastructure

Vice head of utilization

Director of studies

Faculty

Engineering Support

Administration

Applied
Quantum
Physics
Laboratory

Electronics
Materials and
Systems
Laboratory

Microwave
Electronics
Laboratory

Nanofabrication
Laboratory

Photonics
Laboratory

Head of department
Mikael Fogelström

Head of NFL infrastructure
Peter Modh

Head of administration and
finances
Ingrid Collin

Vice head of utilization
Cristina Andersson

Deputy Head of department &
Head of graduate education
Magnus Karlsson
Head of undergraduate
education
Sheila Galt (until 28 Feb.)
Per Rudquist (from 1 March)
Prefect group
Cristina Andersson
Ingrid Collin
Mikael Fogelström
Sheila Galt (until 28 Feb.)
Magnus Karlsson
Karin Kjell From (until 31 Oct.)
Lena Lindgren (from 1 Nov.)
Peter Modh
Per Rudquist (from 1 March)
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Excecutive
Group

Director of studies
Per Lundgren
Executive group
Cristina Andersson
Ingrid Collin
Per Delsing
Mikael Fogelström
Sheila Galt (until 28 Feb.)
Göran Johansson
Magnus Karlsson
Karin Kjell From (until 31 Oct.)
Anders Larsson
Lena Lindgren (from 1 Nov.)
Johan Liu
Peter Modh
Per Rudquist (from 1 March)
Ewa Simpanen
Jan Stake
Dag Winkler (from 1 Sept.)
Avgust Yurgens (until 31 Aug.)
Herbert Zirath

Quantum
Device Physics
Laboratory

Quantum
Technology
Laboratory

Terahertz and
Millimetre Wave
Laboratory

Advisory council
Representatives of professional
Jonas Hansryd, Ericsson Research
Åsa Hedin, ASH & partners AB
Paul Häyhänen, Ruag
Ann-Marie Wennberg, Sahlgrenska
University Hospital
Representatives Chalmers
Bo Håkansson, Signals and
Systems (until 31 March)
Niklas Moszczynski, student
Representatives, MC2
Susannah Carlsson, TA personnel
Mikael Fogelström, Head of
department
Åsa Haglund, teacher
Hans Hjelmgren, teacher
Andreas Josefsson Ask, PhD
student
Debora Perlheden, secretary
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Financial Review
Distribution of incomes to MC2 from
different sources. (tkr)

2018

Ministry of Education & Science / Research

86 497 (30%)

Public foundations

76 876 (27%)

Other state funding

72 336 (25%)

European Union

24 206 (8%)

Companies etc.

18 980 (6%)

Ministry of Education & Science / Education

7 634 (3%)

Miscellaneous

2 943 (1%)

Main external contributors (tkr)

2018

2017

2016

The Swedish Research Council (VR)

46 631

50 611

48 559

Knut & Alice Wallenberg Foundation (KAW)

43 939

40 463

35 236

The Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research (SSF)

27 902

27 098

30 642

European Union

24 203

28 520

30 026

Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA)

17 547

11 547

8 815
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Bibliometric Data
Publications
Year

Scopus
(articles, conference papers)

research.chalmers.se
(articles, reviewed)

research.chalmers.se
(conference papers, reviewed)

2014

280

189

139

2015

265

196

112

2016

268

171

142

2017

290

183

135

2018*

190

140

86

* Preliminary data extracted February 2019

Field weighted citation impact, FWCI
FWCI = citations per publication, compared to global averages for articles
published at the same time and in the same subject. To get more stable values,
FWCI is calculated for a rolling four-year period. FWCI > 1 thus means “better than the world average”. N = number of publications.
Year

N

FWCI

2011-2013

1035

1,15

2012-2015

1060

1,17

2013-2016

1076

1,18
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